Instituto Andaluz de la Juventud
CONSEJERÍA DE IGUALDAD, POLÍTICAS SOCIALES Y CONCILIACIÓN

ARCHAELOGICAL INTERVENTION IN MALAMUERZOS CAVE. GIVE
PALEOLOTHIC THE NEOLITHIC. II FASE

DESCRIPCION WORK
- Control of movements of lands and extraction of the material with archaeological methodology.
- Polls archeological.
- Siglado and inventoried of the material registered culture.
- Graphical Documentation and topographic raising.
- Analysis of the materials ceramics.
- Putting in value of the deposit.
ACCOMODATION
Centro de Interpretacion Comarcal.
Real Street, 68. Moclin (Granada). Phone number: +34 958998117 / +34 610393952
ACTIVIDADES
- Routes of the Gollizno, the Watchtowers and of the Fortaleza. Interpretation of the landscape.
- Route FERRATA.
- Participation in the activities of the Cultural Summer organized by the Town hall.
- Sports activities in the municipal facilities (padel, football - room, tennis, etc.).
- Gymkhanas.
- Games in group.
- Visits the peoples of Moclin and region.
- Degustation of local products.
REQUIREMENTS
Passport or identity card and health car.
TRAVELLING ISTRUCTION
Access Rd n-432; then it is necessary to use regional routes as 3414 and 3408.
Bus: Contreras-Alsa Company: Phone Number +34 953583000; www.autocarescontreras.com
Departure of the bus station Granada to Puerto Lope (3 Km. point of encounter).
Time: Sundays and holidays: 08:30-11:05-15:30-17:00-20:15.
Contact the departure to enable vehicles of the organization to pick-up volunteers by car in Puerto
Lope. +34 658202951 / +34 697737794

Instituto Andaluz de la Juventud
CONSEJERÍA DE IGUALDAD, POLÍTICAS SOCIALES Y CONCILIACIÓN

MEETING POINT
The volunteers may join the work camp on Sunday 28 July, between 9:00 to 14:00h. The place of
the meeting is: Centro de Interpretacion Comarcal. Real Street, 68. Moclin (Granada).
Phone number: +34 958998117 / +34 610393952.
Camp leader +34 615422334.
THINGS TO BRING
Essential:
Passport or identity card and health car. It is also important to take personal care products and
appropriate clothing.
Advisable:
Sport clothing (sweatshirts, trousers, socks), bath clothing (swimsuit, towel, flip flops), work
clothing (gloves, hats, comfortable shoes), all kind of comfortable clothing.
Optional:
It could be useful to take a sleeping-bag, a rush matting a rucksack for hiking.

